LayGO® DLM Description

DLM
Data Line Monitor
If the Telecom customer decides replacing a legacy network, such as an X.25 PSDN
(Packet Switching Data Network), with an IP network, we have to verify the existing
physical and protocols connection. Terminating the legacy protocol at the switch,
the PXSe synchronous connection must be compatible with the interface of the replaced legacy
network. To analyze the current legacy protocol a (legacy) Protocol Analyzer, also referred to as Data
Line Monitor (DLM), are used. Often Telecoms have trouble locating such a suitable DLM and matching
documentation, and if, the learning curve is steep.
For that very reason, we developed our own DLM solution to tap and record existing communication
sessions. The DLM Tap resides inside the Hardware Interface (HWI) module, between Driver and the
LayGO Physical Layer. It can be enabled and disabled. The tap uses to a DLM Server. For the replay, we
use software decoders: WXDL Monitor (Advanced Relay), WireShark, Serial ComProbe (FrontLine). At
lower speeds it is possible to display the decoded data in Real Time. This allows us or the customer to
analyze the existing connection.
The Frame Display below shows a capture form a Nortel DMS-100E AFT (Automatic File Transfer) using
the Serial ComProbe from FrontLine. Advanced Relay developed and added the AFT decoding modules
to the Serial ComProbe. The installation was at Cable & Wireless Continental Europe in Paris.
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How does the LayGO DLM SW-Tap work
Advanced Relay’s LayGO software is very modular designed. There are two encapsulation layers: (1) the
LayGO API and (2) the LayGO Hardware Interface (HWI). The HWI resides between the LayGO
Multiprotocol Stack and the Synchronous Device Driver. We added to the HWI the DLM Tap. Using a
configuration parameter in the X.21
physical layer or using the PXSe’ WEBServer the DLM Tap can be enabled or
disabled.
If enabled, Raw Mode HDLC Frames and
Signals (DSR, CTS, DCD, RI) received will be
copied and re-encapsulated into TCP/IP
messages (see encapsulation below). We
add as header a time stamp and a
directional indicator if the Frame or Event
was received or transmitted (DTE or DCE).
Through the socket interface we send the
new encapsulated data via TCP/IP to a
DLM Server. Normally the Server can be
configured to store the captured data to a
file system for later replay by a local or
remote DLM Display. Optional the date
can be displayed in Real Time. These
captured files can be replayed and also
electronically send to us, and analyzed.

The picture left shows
the details of the
encapsulation of X.25
Packets into the DLM
format.
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DLM PXSe Modes
There are 4 DLM modes the PXSe can operate in:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Passive with one 2-line PXSe unit and 2 special Y-Cables
Active with one or two 2-line PXSe units
Active with two 2-line PXSe units
SW only, the Tap is done internally

The graphic below shows the topology for one active (left) to the phone switch and modem, and one
passive (right) to the CDR Collector and modem.
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Passive PXSe DLM Hardware Tap
This is the least intrusive, because the physical connection is not interrupted, because we are just
“listening” on the existing connection. Using a passive Tap, we only receive the data streams from the
DTE and DCE. To passively monitor requires two special Y-cables (see attached figures), to tap the
existing DTE-DCE connection (CDR Collector-Modem).
1. The Y-Cable 1 connects the dual ends, DB26 male
connectors, to the two synchronous DB26 female
ports of the PXSe. The Y-Cable 2 uses a joint DB25
male connector.
2. The Y-Cable 2 dual ends use a always male and a female
connector with the same interface. In the picture above they are
DB25, suitable for RS-232 or EIA-530. IF CSU/DSU, the ends may
be V.35 34-pin Winchester connector (sometimes also DB25).
Other interfaces could be DB15 X.21, or DB37 V.36 (RS-449). The existing cable between the
modem and host has to be disconnected either at the CDR collector or the modem, and the YCable 2 is inserted. Modems normally have a female DB25 connector. The Y-Cable 1 uses a joint
DB25 female connector.
3. The Y-Cable 1 DB25 joint male connector is plugged into
to the Y-Cable 2 DB25 joint female connector.
4. The block diagram below to the right shows the Passive PXSe DLM Hardware Tap. The LayGO
DLM Application receives data as Raw Mode HDLC Frames from the DTE and DCE. As above, the
Frames are converted into a DLM format, using as a header a time-stamp and a field if the
frames originated by the DTE or DCE. These DLM
frames are then forwarded via TCP/IP, and because
TCP/IP is character streaming protocol, an additional
header byte for the frame length is added (see
encapsulation of X.25 Packets into the DLM format).
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Active PXSe DLM Hardware Tap
Here, both ports are used to establish X.25 connections to the switch and the modem. Besides
forwarding data received on Line 0 to Line 1 and reverse, data could be altered to introduce errors.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Port 0 is configured as physical DCE and connects to the Phone Switch, the DTE.
Port 1 is configured as physical DTE and connects to the modem, the DCE.
The PXSe Ethernet port is connected to an Ethernet Switch and from there to the Intranet.
The Remote DLM is also connected to the Intranet, and the captured DLM data are stored to a file
system for later replay.
One of the great advantages the 2-line
PXSe has that it can be an Active DLM has,
and can be reprogrammed as a X.25-toTCP/IP gateway using the Ethernet
connection. In this scenario the
connection from line 1 to the modem is
not active, and topology is the same as for
the Passive PXSe DLM Software Tap,
described in the next section.
The active PXSe DLM Hardware Tap uses
the Software DLM Tap.

In situation, where a X.25 PSDN (Packet Switching Data Network) is used, the X.25 Virtual Circuits
may be altered, using a different
packet length, or a different
LCN, and a different physical
interface, such as RS-232 and
V.35. In these cases two 2-line
PXSe can be used to monitor the
X.25 at both end-points of the
X.25 PSDN using possibly
different physical interfaces.
Once the X.25 protocol in
analyzed and implemented to
the PXSe, then using the TCP/IP
Ethernet connection the PSDN
can be bypassed and replaced by
the Intranet.
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Passive PXSe DLM Software Tap
Here, the modem or CSU/DSU is replaced by the PXSe. Only a one port PXSe is used, although there
could be a dual-port PXSe with a multi-link connection. The PXSe establishes X.25 connections to the
switch at all 3 layers, physical X.21 HDLC, link LAPB and network X.25 and establishes a TCP/IP
connection to the CDR-Collector. It now operates as X.25-to-TCP/IP gateway. If a higher file transfer
layer is used, such as Nortel’s AFT
(Automatic File Transfer), AMATPS,
FTAM, the PXSe can operate as
gateway for these protocols as
well. See the above data capture
showing Nortel’s AFT and
X.25/LAPB/X.21.
Port 0 is configured as physical DCE
and connects to the Phone Switch,
the DTE. The DLM Software TAP is
part of the HWI (Hardware
Interface), an encapsulation module that resides between the X.21 physical layer and the HDLC Driver.
From any data or events sent by the physical layer, and received from the HDLC driver, the DLM Tap
copies these data, adds an identifier for DTE or DCE, a sequence number and a time stamp, and sends
them through a TCP/IP socket to a local or remote DLM server. The DLM can be enabled and disabled
through a configuration parameter.
1. The PXSe Ethernet port is connected to an Ethernet Switch and from there to the local DLM Display
(notebook).
2. The Remote DLM Display is also connected to the Intranet, and the captured DLM data are stored to
a file system for later replay by
the local or remote DLM
Display.
The display to the left used the
Serial ComProbe from FrontLine
and shows an X.25 capture,
starting with Restart
Indication/Confirmation and
Call Request/Connected,
followed by data.
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